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Statement of the Problem: Subject randomization is the foundation for randomized controlled trials being the gold standard 
for efficacy assessment in clinical researches. Permuted block randomization and minimization are the most commonly used 
methods for controlling imbalances in the size and baseline covariate distributions between treatment groups, at the cost 
of allocation randomness. The elevated allocation predictability of permuted block and minimization increases the risk of 
selection bias. Several new randomization designs with optimal statistical properties have been published, but gained little 
application, due to their complexity in implementation. 

Methodology & Theoretical Orientation: The block urn design drops the enforced block end balance in the permuted block 
design while maintaining the same control on the maximum tolerated imbalance. It significantly reduces the proportion of 
deterministic assignment. The mass-weighted urn design allows any desired unequal allocations to be accurately targeted. 
Both the block urn design and the mass-weighted urn design use the urn model so that the implementation is just as easy as 
the permuted block design. The minimal sufficient balance method changes the attitude toward covariate imbalance. Instead 
of applying a zero-tolerance rule, it uses complete random assignment unless covariate imbalance becomes serious. In that 
scenario, a biased coin assignment is used favoring reducing the imbalances.

Findings: For two-arm equal allocation with a block size of 6, block urn design has 5.9% deterministic assignment, compared 
to 25% for the permuted block design. The mass-weighted urn design can accurately target allocations like 1:√2:√3, rather than 
using approximate allocations or large block sizes, such as 10:14:17. The minimal sufficient balance method prevent serious 
imbalances in more than 10 covariates while maintain a high level of allocation randomness. 

Conclusion & Significance: Replace inferior permuted block and minimization with better alternatives is feasible and will 
enhance the credibility and quality of clinical trials.
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